
 

 

The 3rd local conference of the SE Corinth region is approaching 

in Schino Corinthia, camping Alkioni, September 1-3. 

 

 

 

 

Information: 

Reservations will start on 8/17. 

There is no ATM in the conference area. 

Monday and Friday at 6:00 in the morning and 13:00 in the afternoon there is a bus from 

Loutraki to Schino Plaza, 5 minutes walk from the campsite 

Every hour and 15 minutes there is a suburban train from Athens to Corinth 

 

For your stay at the Alkioni campsite for the duration of your conference we provide a 10% 

discount on the price list.  

For the calculation of accommodation costs should be added the price of overnight stay, the 

price of the tent (your own tent or ready-made rented tent) and the price of a car (for all the 

cars that enter and stay in the area, etc.) 

 

The tents available are: the IGLOO 2-3 person type with lighting, power supply, 

 

The caravans for rent have an extension tent with a fixed floor (built or wooden, tiled or 

carpeted), with sink, domestic, refrigerator, dining set and bed linen. All caravans have Air 

Conditioning. 

Entrance of visitors for three days for the price of €8.00 ΄package΄, is paid with the first entry 

and the visitor's name is recorded in list. In case someone visits the campsite separately (per 

day) on Friday the price will be 3.5 euros and on Saturday or Sunday it will be 4.5 euros. 

 

Every time the visitor will enter the area, he must declare his name to the reception. Official 

document of the visitor – ID or diploma, driver's license or vehicle license will remain at the 

reception for all three days of the conference. 

For visitors who will enter the space less times, the process will iterates over each list-valued 

entry. 



Official document of the visitor will remain at the reception only during duration of the 

customer's stay at the campsite. 

 

You will be able to make reservations at the campsite after 8/15 

 https://www.campingalkioni.gr/en/ 

 

we recommend for those who have tents, to use them in order to avoid any shortages of the 

camping. You can also use www.booking.com for places outside the camping. 

Reservations phone for the campsite is +30 2744 057100.  

Room reservations outside the campsite is +30 2744 057294 

 

Information subcommittee of the 3rd local conference of Corinth 

 

Antonis +30 6972926000 

Grigoris +30 6943038716 

Babis  +30 6940901570 

 

https://www.campingalkioni.gr/en/

